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Abstract
Context. Social interaction between player avatars is one of the fundamentals of online multiplayer games, where text- and voice chat is used as
standard methods for communication. To express emotions, players have
the option to use emotes, which are text-based commands to play animations of the player’s avatar.
Objectives. This study investigates if real-time facial capture could be
preferred and more realistic, compared to typing emote commands to play
facial animations when expressing emotions to other players.
Methods. By using two methods for social interaction between players, a
user study with 24 participants was conducted in a private conference room.
An experiment was created where each participant tested the two methods
to perform facial expressions, one consisting of typing emote commands, the
other by performing with the calibrated participant’s face in real-time, with
a web camera. Each participant performed and ranked the realism of each
facial expression, in a survey for each method. A final survey could then
determine the method that each participant had greater performance with
and the method that was preferred the most.
Results. The results showed that there was a difference of realism between
facial expressions in both methods, where happiness was the most realistic.
Disgust and sadness were however poorly rated when expressing these with
the face. There was no difference of realism between the methods and which
method participants preferred the most. There was however a difference in
each participant’s performance with the two methods, where typing emote
commands had higher performance.
Conclusions. The results show that there is no difference of realism and
preference, in typing emote commands to play facial animations and performing facial expressions in real-time with the face. There was, however, a
difference in performing each method, where performing facial expressions
with the face was the lowest. This confirms that the real-time facial capture technology needs improvements, to fully recognize and track the facial
features of the human face.
Keywords: Real-time Facial Capture, Social interaction, Emotes, Video
Games.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Social interaction between player avatars is one of the fundamentals of online
multiplayer games, where both text- and voice chat is used as standard methods for communication. To express emotions, the players have the option to use
emotes, which means to display emotions openly [1]. Emotes for instance in popular and modern MMORPGs (massively multiplayer online role-playing games),
such as The Elder Scrolls Online [2] and Black Desert Online [3], are text-based
commands that trigger an action from the player. In many cases when the player
enters an emote in the text-based chat client, the player’s avatar starts to animate the emotion specified. In some other cases, emotes could also trigger text
responses and sound effects. Although being a standard method for communication between players, emotes are old fashioned and do not fully envision animation
realism of facial expressions in social interaction.
In earlier studies there have been results, displaying that virtual faces are perceived as more appealing, when higher levels of animation realism are provided
through real-time tracking [4]. Using real-time tracking to control virtual faces
in real-time are then considered to be appealing, because it is a quality that the
participants found to be attractive and interesting. Adding further realism in
facial animations are then considered to be closer, to how humans express their
emotions in real life. Further studies indicate that people while talking, express
emotions in both face and body, which can be perceived and identified accurately
on virtual humans. For plausible conveying emotion of a conversing player character, both body and facial motion should also convey emotional information
[5]. Seeing other player avatars believable representations of facial expressions
in real-time might have potential to affect engagement and enjoyment in online
games. Real-time face tracking could be frequently used for both gameplay and
interaction with other players.
There is however only one game that implemented this idea. EverQuest II [6]
added an innovative feature many years after its release. SOEmote [7] is a feature which lets players perform facial expressions in front of their web cameras.
The input result from the camera is then mirrored on their game avatars in real1
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time. The technology behind this feature is a software called Live Driver, created
by Image Metrics [8]. Live Driver tracks the key features of the face in real-time,
instantly analyzing the facial expressions being most nuanced. The tracking of
the face is performed by a single RGB camera. The software is light-weighted
with minimal hardware requirements [9]. Live Driver technology is now adapted
with Faceware Live, with improved tracking and accuracy [10]. Functioning quite
average, the real-time face tracking is not convincing enough to be accurate and
realistic. Released in 2004, EverQuest 2 uses old rendering- and animation techniques. This affects how the facial deformations are rendered and combined with
the face-tracking technology.
The problem is that new online games after EverQuest 2 do not implement the
idea, which motivates further studies since real-time facial capture technology has
been vastly improved in recent years. High-fidelity facial capture has emerged in
recent years, plausible for consumer applications. Cao et al. employ a previous
implemented global real-time tracker [11], to also add a low-resolution face mesh,
with local regressors that include medium-scale details like wrinkles from facial
expressions [12]. The reconstruction of person-specific wrinkles in real-time could
take facial realism to a new level, which is why high-fidelity capture feels relevant
to implement in modern online games.
Earlier there has been no contribution in the field of research, to make comparisons between methods to perform facial expressions for social interactions in
online games. This gap in research is then relevant to study where the result of
players testing methods to express emotions toward other player avatars, could
be validated as an interesting contribution for game developers to enrich social
interaction and gameplay design in exciting new ways for games.

1.1

Aim and Objectives

The aim of the project was to investigate if real-time facial capture could be an
appealing approach, for players to communicate and interact with each other in
online games. To investigate this, a series of objectives needed to be completed
to find an answer:
• Two scenes were constructed in Unreal Engine, where one scene had a emote
system implemented to play offline animations of a game avatar. The second
scene contained a real-time facial tracking system, which uses tracking data
points from a person to control a game avatar in real-time. A skeletal head
model of a male character was used in both the scenes, exported from the
software Autodesk Maya 2017.
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• An Experiment was then conducted, where participants were invited to
test two methods to control the male character’s facial features. During
each method, the participants answered questions in a separate survey for
both methods, where the realism of facial expressions was ranked in each
method. After testing both methods, participants answered questions in a
third survey regarding what they thought about their own performances in
both methods and which method that was preferred.
• The result from the surveys was statistical analyzed and compared. The
quantitative result could then show if players preferred to use their faces
with real-time facial capture, compared to typing emote commands, to perform facial expressions for social interaction in online games.

1.2

Research Question and Hypothesis

To find relevant answers from the proposed research and investigation, the question to answer needed to be measurable with quantitative data. The realism
of facial expressions was a concrete measurement but needed to be thoroughly
demonstrated for the participants in the experiment. This is because in real life,
expressing emotions towards people comes naturally. It is an unconscious behavior that a human do not think about directly when interacting with other
humans. It was also important to let participants test two different methods,
for social interaction in games. In this way, it also became clear what was to be
achieved with the proposed research and execution of the project. Based upon
this, the following research question was:
• Is real-time facial capture of a player’s avatar’s facial expressions more
preferable and realistic, than emote-based facial animations?
The null hypothesis for this study was that there will be no significant difference
of realism and preference between emote-based facial animations and real-time
facial expressions. The alternative research hypothesis was that there will be a
significant difference of realism and preference between emote-based facial animations and real-time facial expressions.

1.3

Method

To answer the research question, a user study was conducted using adult participants from the game education programs at Blekinge Institute of Technology. It
was important that the quantitative data was gathered from participants having
knowledge of game development and playing games, mainly because they have
more insight to the areas that was studied. To prepare for the experiment, two
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scenes were created in Unreal Engine with a method implemented in each of them.
A male character model’s head was used and arranged in both of the scenes. The
two methods in the experiment were both based upon controlling the facial features of the male character.
Participants read instructions and signed a form of consent before starting the
experiment. The experiment consisted of two parts. In the first part, the participants tested the two methods. Participants were instructed to look at a set
of images displaying four real-life individuals expressing different facial expressions. These were used as references, which the participants compared with the
male character model’s facial expressions, in both of the methods. Paul Ekman,
professor emeritus of Psychology, explains in his book, "Unmasking The Face",
that humans express seven universal emotions, that every human can perform anger, fear, disgust, contempt, surprise, sadness and happiness [13]. To minimize
the experiment duration and avoid fatigue in the participants, only the universal
emotions previously stated by Ekman were performed by the participants in the
two methods.
The first method consisted of typing emote-based commands in a chat client,
which plays facial animations of the male character, manually animated by the
experimenter. The second method required that each participant’s face was calibrated with a web camera. After calibration the participants’ used their own
faces to control the male character’s face. Participants performed and ranked the
realism of each facial expression in separate surveys for each method. To avoid
common patterns in the result, the methods were mixed in different orders that
each participant started with in the experiment.
The second part consisted of a final survey that asked participants to rank their
performance in each method and the method that participants preferred the most,
to express emotions to other players in games. Surveys were an efficient way to
collect the data that the participants contributed with, by expressing their own
thoughts of the methods earlier mentioned.

1.4

Risks and Limitations

The real-time facial tracking technology that was used in this study could malfunction, because of technical limitations in the tracking accuracy. People have
different faces and it could be a risk that movements in some facial features are
more difficult to track for some individuals. There could be situations where
participants wear glasses, which could occlude the eyebrows during tracking. To
minimize the probability of the tracking to poorly recognize facial features, several
tests were made prior to the experiment. The tests consisted of tracking several
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individuals’ facial features, where the morph target values of the male character
model were tuned with multipliers. By exaggerating the morph target values, it
would require lesser effort from participants to perform facial expressions.
Limitations were made to the experiment, where each participant was only restricted to perform seven common facial expressions for each method. Not doing
this would otherwise affect the outcome of the result, where participants would
perform too many facial expressions, increasing the duration of conducting the
experiment. Research have been made earlier that experiments should be conducted in a limited period of time, to ensure that the perception-action loop of the
experiment does not change [14]. The realism of facial expressions are repeatedly
measured by the participants and it is important to keep the experiment short, to
reduce fatigue in the participants. Ethical considerations regarding the wellness
of participants were important to prioritize, to make sure that participants did
not get fatigued by performing facial expressions with their faces in real-time, in
a duration not longer than necessary to collect the required data.
To reduce threat for validity in the data gathered from the conducted experiment,
the order of performing the two methods were different for participants. A total
of 24 participants were divided into two groups where one group started to type
emote-based commands to play facial animations. The second group started to
perform facial expressions with their faces. The facial expressions were randomized in different orders for each participant to perform. The motivation behind
all of these choices in the experimental design is to avoid that the result become
biased in common patterns.

Chapter 2

Background

The following chapter will explain the technology of facial motion capture and
the different approaches towards it. Presenting the technology helps the readers
to understand the purpose of using it for this study.

2.1

Facial Motion Capture Technology

Facial Motion Capture is the technology to electronically convert the facial movements of a person’s face. This data is processed into a digital database, using
cameras or laser scanners. The processed facial movements are then used to produce computer facial animations for games or real-time avatars. Early work of
performance-driven facial animation was published by graphics researcher Lance
Williams [15]. In his work, Williams described to acquire facial expressions of real
faces, applying them to computer-generated faces. Williams constructed a human
head model, using a system to animate the model by tracking and applying the
facial expressions from a human performer.
The main advantage of using facial motion capture is that the facial animations
of game characters become more realistic. Real-life people are used to capturing the emotions of game characters, which efficiently minimize the amount of
work to animate the emotions manually. Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 describes
marker-based and markerless facial capture technologies. Existing systems for
both technologies are also mentioned.

2.1.1

Marker-based Facial Motion Capture

Marker-based facial capture is used in optical systems to follow the 3D positions of
markers, that are arranged on the actor’s face. There are two types of markers,
active and passive. The active markers light up or blink distinctively, while
passive markers are white balls or painted dots. Passive markers are often used
for facial capture [16]. However, using marker-based systems do not capture
facial performance with complete fidelity, which requires fixing missing visual
details later. Ravikumar et al. captured performances using a Head Mounted
6
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Camera (HMC) combined with markers, which provided 3D-facial marker-based
tracking. Blendshape production models are then fit accurate with the captured
data, resulting in high-quality animations [17]. An example of a system using 3Dfacial marker-based tracking is Vicon’s Cara [18]. With a custom made HMC,
four HD cameras and optional on-board lighting are included. The 3D stereo
marker-based system is used for the production of the game Hellblade: Senua’s
Sacrifice [19]. These systems are however often used for high-quality productions
and are not consumer-accessible, mainly due to the price and effort of setting up
such systems.

2.1.2

Markerless Facial Motion Capture

Markerless facial capture tracks the facial features from frame to frame such as
nostrils, corners of the lips and eyes and wrinkles. Furthermore, the markerless
technology has the beneficial features to also track pupil movement, eyelids and
teeth occlusion by the lips and tongue. This enables greater performance of whole
expressions from actors. Markerless facial capture technology is less cumbersome,
compared to the marker-based solutions of tracking the face without the setup
of markers. The technology was early demonstrated by Cootes et al. with the
implementation of using Active Appearance Models (AAM) to fit face images [20].
A statistical model of shape and gray-level appearance is contained in an AAM.
This model can be generalized to almost any face. The matching to an image
involves finding model parameters, which minimizes the difference between the
image and the synthesized face. The AAM learns a linear model of the correlation
between parameter displacements and induced residuals. The model measures the
residuals and uses the statistical model to correct the current parameters. This
leads to a better fit of the AAM to face images.
Markerless systems have the capability to capture the facial features in real-time.
Developers can benefit from this to create facial animations from actors, observing
the results of game characters in unique real-time productions. Faceware Live
from Faceware Technologies is a software supporting 2D auto-tracking from video
input in real-time. The software calibrates each new user for only one second and
automatically tracks the performance. The global tracking model of the Faceware
system is functional under any lighting condition [21]. Requiring no other setup
than a video input, systems like Faceware are consumer-accessible for anyone
to use. Another markerless system is The Performer Suite provided by awardwinning Dynamixyz. The video-based facial capture system takes advantage of
capturing the entire face to track facial movements. Each pixel of the face is
used as a source of information during the tracking [22]. The system attempts
to combine expressions on the model and attempt to match the data of what
the camera detects from the actor. The model then produces the same facial
expressions as the real-life actor [21], resulting in unsurpassed animations.

Chapter 3

Related Work

Earlier studies of integrating real-time facial expressions for online games discussed the importance of players to feel immersed and socially aware, by conveying and observing changes in emotions. Zhan et al. addressed the problem of
text-based commands for facial expressions, not being efficient and realistic. The
method is also time-consuming because of memorization and continuously typing
the text commands [23]. In their work, they proposed an automatic expression
recognition system, which can be integrated with online games, to control facial
expressions of avatars. A number of algorithms are studied, improved and extended, including the Viola and Jones face detection method [24]. Fixed facial
landmarks reduce the computational load with minimal performance degradation
in recognition accuracy. Despite the implementation, a conclusion was made that
building a facial expression recognition system, still remained a challenge for online games.
To integrate face tracking technology into games necessitates that some requirements are fulfilled, to achieve robust and convincing gameplay. Mark Pauly discusses how real-time face tracking and performance-based animations can facilitate new ways of interaction for computer gaming. This includes using the
technique to enrich the emotional experience of in-game communication through
live avatars. The avatars are then directly controlled by the facial expressions
of the recorded player [25]. Pauly identifies core features that affect the design
of suitable algorithms for performance-based facial animations. Accuracy, performance, robustness and usability are all important to take into account when
designing systems to support face tracking technology. The listed requirements
are however often in conflict and the tradeoffs define a complex design for realtime performance-based animation systems. Pauly made an analysis based on
these requirements, to identify fundamental concepts and algorithms essential to
be successfully deployed for performance-based animation in computer games.
Implementing real-time face tracking with RGB-D sensors like the Microsoft
Kinect and PrimeSense, is more robust compared to 2D-tracking with RGB cameras. Although being easily available for researching, the acquired data of these
8
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sensors consist of high noise level. Weise et al. combined geometry and texture
registration with pre-recorded animations with a face tracking algorithm, that
effectively map low-quality 2D images and 3D depth maps to realistic facial expressions [26]. The system is easy to deploy in applications for digital gameplay
and social interaction.
Usability for gaming scenarios is important where lengthy processing of calibration is not required. Bouaziz et al. implemented a system where a Dynamic
Expression Model (DEM) is adapted on the fly, to the specific facial features of
the user [27]. This results in simplified performance capture workflow and accurate real-time facial tracking with RGB-D sensors. With no requirements for
user-specific training or calibration, the system is considered for usability in realtime applications.
Robustness of face tracking is required to maintain an immersive and uninterrupted gameplay experience, even under difficult tracking situations. This can
be caused by changes in lighting, fast motions and occlusions in front of the face.
Cao et al. implemented a solution which could handle partial occlusions, but fail
if the face is largely occluded. Robustness under lightning changes are however
significantly better when a generic regressor is trained from a large number of
images, are taken under different lighting environments [11]. Hsieh et al. solve
the problem of larger occlusions such as hair, hand-to-face gestures and wearable
accessories, with uninterrupted 3D-facial tracking. In the solution, face regions
are explicitly segmented from any occluding parts, where outliers in the shape and
appearance input are detected. This is achieved by using a smoothed and useradaptive tracking model. The face segmentation combines depth and RGB input
data from an RGB-D sensor. By synthesizing plausible face textures in occluded
regions, continuous and reliable facial feature tracking in the color channels are
enabled. The solution is also robust against lighting changes [28].

Chapter 4

Experimental Design

This chapter covers the design of the experiment and how the content for it was
created. Systems used for the experiment in Unreal Engine is also covered.

4.1

Content Creation

To prepare for the experiment, necessary content needed to be implemented before it. An important aspect of the content creation was to save time, by using
previously created training asset and systems. The Victor male model head with
a corresponding facial rig provided by Faceware Technologies was used as a training asset [29]. The training asset was selected mainly due to the model being
created in a realistic graphical style. The model has previously created blendshapes for morph target animations, sufficient and suitable to combine with the
method of using real-time facial capture, in one of the scenes in Unreal Engine.
The number of used blendshapes were 23 in total for the experiment.
By using the software Autodesk Maya 2017, the model was imported into the
software to create joint-driven facial animations. These animations were created
to resemble with the seven universal emotions, previously stated by Paul Ekman
[13]. The offline animations were specifically made for the emote-based method.
Figure 4.1 shows the joint-driven facial animations for each universal emotion.
When creating the facial animations, it was important to consider the duration
of each animation. In real life, facial expressions last between 0.5 to 4 seconds
[30]. To ensure that the animations of the face are truthful visually, the final key
frame pose of each animation were lowered approximately at around 50 frames.
The facial expressions are held for a short period of time since the participants
could get some more time to register the animations. All animations were created
with a frame rate of 60 frames per second (FPS).
The model was then exported in FBX file format and imported to two scenes
constructed in Unreal Engine. Having a scene for each separate method, simplified
the experiment of efficiently switching between the scenes that ran simultaneously.
It was important to have the same lighting settings in both of scenes. This would
10
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minimize the risks of participants favoring a method in advance, because of the
different lighting on the same model. Having different lighting settings would
also change the difference of the model’s shading in the two scenes, which could
further lead to favoring a method in advance during the experiment.

Figure 4.1: The facial animations used for the emote-based method. The top row displays
neutral, surprise, sadness and happiness. The bottom row displays fear, disgust, contempt and
anger. The male character model was authorized to be used as a training asset for the study by
Faceware Technologies.

4.2

Design

To design the experiment an illustration was made in figure 4.2 as a starting
point to plan it. In the figure, participants were divided into two groups. The
total number of required participants was set for 24 in total. Depending on the
group the participants belonged to, decided which order the participants tested
the methods in the experiment. Participants in the first group started with the
emote-based method, while participants from the second group started with the
real-time method.
Participants performed facial expression in both methods in a randomized order, using a random word list generator from a website. The image set of facial
expressions were obtained from a Taiwanese facial expression image database,
which is free to use for research purposes [31]. Each image in the set displays
four Taiwanese individuals performing the same facial expression, as can be seen
in figure 4.3. These decisions of changing the order of participants testing the
methods and performing facial expressions randomized were taken to avoid common patterns later in the results. It was important to keep the experiment in a
reasonable time frame. Therefor the participants were limited to perform each
facial expression with a maximum limit of three attempts. This would minimize
the risk of participants getting affected by fatigue during the experiment.

12
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the experiment design. The participants are divided into two groups,
where each group tests the methods in different orders. Performing facial expressions in each
method, are randomized for each participant.

Figure 4.3: Sample image from the image set displaying four Taiwanese individuals expressing
as surprised. The image database is provided for scientific purposes, by the Institute of Brain
Science at National Yang-Ming University.
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Systems in Unreal Engine

This section covers the two systems that were used in Unreal Engine for the
methods. Each system is explained in more detail in the following subsections.

4.3.1

Faceware Live

To track the facial features of each participant in real-time, the software Faceware
Live was integrated with Unreal Engine. Live is a separate application which
tracks the face of the participant and streams the input tracking data from the
participant to the target engine [10]. To control the facial features of the avatar,
Faceware data points are projected on the participant’s face. This also enables a
visual representation of the tracking, which can be seen in figure 4.4. A plugin
for Unreal Engine is used to receive the streaming data from the tracking. An
IP address and a port of the Faceware Live server, is received from a blueprint
to establish the connection between the Live Server and Unreal Engine. The
Faceware data points are then associated with matching morph targets of the
model. For example, when the data points follow together with the participant’s
raising eyebrows, the model response to this and blends to the appropriate morph
targets. The following animation blueprint in figure 4.5 displays the connections
of Faceware data points and morph targets in a node system. Some facial features
were difficult to track, like for instance the lower lips of the mouth region and
the eyebrows. To solve the issue of poor recognition in these facial features,
a multiplier value was used to exaggerate the movements of the tracking. This
required some tweaking with the values but resulted in more accurate recognition.

4.3.2

Advanced Social System

For the emote-based method, an advanced social system was used and is provided
by Vanguard Interactive [32]. The system allows developers to take advantage of
integrating a chat, party, guild, emote and command system, into current projects
for Unreal Engine. In the engine, the facial animations from previous figure 4.1,
were created as Animation Montages. Animation Montages are primarily used
to expose animation controls within the code, or Blueprint Visual Scripting. To
create and play emotes for the player’s avatar, two tasks need to be performed for
this. Firstly, the emotes are specified by name and associated with a corresponding animation montage. The emotes are then paired together with a command,
by using the same emote name specified earlier. Secondly, an event graph is constructed within an Animation Blueprint. This enables the player’s avatar to play
animation montages when signaled by an emote command. Figure 4.6 show the
result of typing an emote command, which plays the corresponding animation
montage for the avatar.
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Figure 4.4: The left picture shows the Faceware data points projected on the user’s face during
tracking. Input tracking data from the user is then streamed to Unreal Engine and applied on
the avatar’s face in the right picture.

Figure 4.5: Animation Blueprint containing the node system of connecting Faceware data
points to corresponding morph target. A multiplier is used to tune the morph value if necessary.

Figure 4.6: The result of typing a emote command, which plays the corresponding animation
montage for the player’s avatar in Unreal Engine.

Chapter 5

Experimental Procedure

5.1

Pilot Test

Minor tests were made before the real experiment where five people were instructed to perform the facial expressions in front of a web camera. The purpose
of doing this was mainly to see how the recognition on the face resulted in different individuals. This was to find flaws in the tracking, by ensuring that everyone
was calibrated correctly, in the aspect of the position in front of the camera. The
morph values were also modified in the animation blueprint of the scene in Unreal
Engine, to match with the tracking of the facial features.

5.2

Experimental Set-Up

The experiment was performed in a private conference room at Blekinge Institute
of Technology. The tests were performed on a mobile laptop computer with the
following specifications:
• Windows 10 x64 Home OS.
• Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4700HQ CPU @ 2.40GHz.
• 16GB RAM memory.
• Nvidia GeForce GTX870M with 3072MB GDDR5 graphics memory
The Logitech HD Pro web camera C920 with a frame rate of 30 FPS and a capture
resolution in 1080p, was used in the experiment. See Figure 5.1 for a picture of
the set-up.
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Figure 5.1: Experimental set-up. The participant is instructed to look at the reference image,
comparing this with the facial expression of the male character on the screen. The participant
agreed to be photographed and that the material could be used for the study.

5.3

Participants

A total of 24 participants volunteered freely in the experiment. The age span
ranged between 19 to 25 years old with an average of 22.75 years old and a
mean of 23 years old. All of the participants studied as game developers at
Blekinge Institute of Technology and have all experience of playing video games.
When asked if the participants had previous experience of using emotes in online
games, 22 participants answered that they have experience, while 2 participants
did not. Previous experience of using real-time tracking in online games were
none for all of the participants. This result can be seen in table 5.1. Six of
the participants had glasses, which in two rare cases caused the tracking of the
eyebrows to malfunction. This was mainly caused by the thickness of the frame
surrounding the glasses of the two participants.
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Method
Emotes
Real-time tracking

With experience
22
0

No experience
2
24

Table 5.1: Participants had an overall previous experience of using emotes in online games.
None of the participants had experience with using real-time tracking.

5.4

Procedure

Before the experiment could be performed, the participants were handed a short
description of the study, aim and time required to participate. The description
stated that all personal information was to be confidential and that the results
would not be linked to the participants. Thereafter the participants were handed
a task description, see Appendix A. The description stated details about the
instructions of the experiment. Participants were then handed a consent form,
signing and approving their participation in the study. The form stated that
participation was voluntary and that withdrawal could be done anytime, without
providing any motivation for this. After reading all information and signing the
form of consent, the participants were handed a questionnaire to fill, see Appendix B, with questions regarding their previous experience of the two methods
for social interaction in online games.
During the experiment, the participants were instructed to test the two methods
of performing facial expressions of a game avatar on the computer screen. In the
emote-based method, participants got a brief explanation by the experimenter
on how to type the emote text commands, to play each facial animation of the
game avatar. In the real-time method, the participants were instructed to be
positioned in a close distance to a web camera. A calibration of the participants’
faces was then made, where they were instructed to keep their heads in a straight
and static position. The participants then performed a neutral pose during calibration, keeping their eyes widely focused on the camera. After calibration, the
participants were ready to perform the expressions by using their own faces.
When performing each facial expression, the previously mentioned image set in
figure 4.3, was used as a reference. In this way, the participants could perceive and
make a comparison of the realism between the game avatar and the real-life people
in each image from the set. For each facial expression performed, the participants
ranked the realism of the game avatar in two surveys, see Appendices C.1 and C.2.
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After finishing the experiment, the participants were handed a final survey to fill,
see Appendices D.1 and D.2. The survey was based on what the participants
thought about their own performance in testing both the methods. The survey
then concluded with a question of the method that the participants preferred
the most. Before leaving the experiment room, participants could freely ask
any questions about the purpose of the experiment. Finally, participants were
instructed to not talk publicly about specific details of the experiment.

Chapter 6

Results

This chapter presents the result of the surveys that the participants filled in
during and after the experiment.

6.1

Survey Data During the Experiment

The perceived realism of each facial expression that the participants ranked was
rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Low realism) to 5 (High realism). To
analyze the data that was ranked by the participants, several Friedman tests
were run, to see if there were differences in and between the two methods. The
Friedman test was used as an analysis method because it is used to test for
differences between more than two groups of data, mainly due to the measured
variables being ordinal and appropriate for nonparametric tests. A Wilcoxon
rank test was made to analyze the overall realism of the two related methods.
There was no statistically significant difference on how participants perceived the
realism of all facial expressions, depending on the method participants tested (Z
= -1.461, p = 0.144), where p is the probability value to find significance in
quantitative data. The result can be seen in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: The bars in the chart shows that there was no overall difference in how participants
perceived the realism, between emote-based (mean = 23.79) and real-time (mean = 22.37). Error
bars show the standard deviation of the mean (SD).
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Analysis of Realism in Emote-Based Method

There was a statistically significant difference in how the participants perceived
the realism, of the facial expressions in the emote-based method, (χ2 (6) = 17.618,
p = 0.007). To further analyze which facial expression was the most realistic in
the method, a Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon rank test was made in seven
trials, to compare which facial expression was the most significant from all other
expressions. By applying a Bonferroni correction, the significance level was set at
(p < 0.0083). This correction is important because the results from the Wilcoxon
tests might be a Type I error. Applying the correction ensures that each result
is correctly in significance level when making multiple comparisons. Running
seven trials, Happiness (mean = 5.42) was significantly different from five out
of six facial expressions, with the highest significances (Z = -3.107, p = 0.002),
compared to Disgust and (Z = -3.098, p = 0.002), compared to Anger. There
were no significant difference between Happiness and Fear (Z = -2.424, p =
0.015). In figure 6.2 it can be seen that Happiness was ranked as the highest
realistic expression of all facial expressions. Contempt was ranked to be the least
realistic facial expression (mean = 3.19).

Figure 6.2: The box plot illustrates the results of how the participants perceived the realism of
each facial expression. In the emote-based method, participants ranked Happiness as the highest
realistic facial expression, while Contempt was ranked as the least realistic facial expression.
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Analysis of Realism in Real-Time Method

Running the same test with Friedman analysis in the real-time method, there was
a higher statistically significant difference of participants’ perception of realism in
facial expressions (χ2 (6) = 73.701, p = 0.000). Running similar Wilcoxon rank
tests as the previous section and with the same Bonferroni correction applied at (p
< 0.0083), also showed that Happiness (mean = 6.10) was the most significantly
different facial expression, from all of the other six facial expressions. Highest
significances of Happiness compared to other facial expressions were Disgust (Z
= -4.144, p = 0.000) and Sadness (Z = -4.296, p = 0.000). In figure 6.3 it can
be seen that Happiness was also ranked, as the highest realistic expression of all
facial expressions. Sadness was ranked to be the least realistic facial expression
(mean = 1.69).

Figure 6.3: The box plot illustrates the results of how the participants perceived the realism of
each facial expression. In the real-time method participants also ranked Happiness as the highest
realistic facial expression, while Sadness was ranked as the least realistic facial expression.
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Survey Data After the Experiment

The participants’ own perceived performance in each of the two methods, were
also rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Low performance) to 5 (High performance). Participants also selected the method they preferred the most, which
was a choice of only two alternatives. Following subsections analyzes and presents
the results more in detail.

6.2.1

Analysis of Participants Performances

To analyze and compare the significance difference of participants’ performances
in both methods, a Wilcoxon rank test was used. The test is appropriate to use for
this nonparametric test, mainly because the comparison was only made of performance between the two methods, where the participants were present. Running
the test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in participants’
performance in testing the two methods (Z = -2.006, p = 0.045). Analyzing the
test further, it could be seen in figure 6.4 that participants’ performance were
higher in the emote-based method, 4 (3 to 4), compared to participants’ performance in the real-time method, 3 (2 to 4).

Figure 6.4: The blox plot illustrates the result of how the participants thought about their own
performances in testing both methods. Participants had higher performance in the emote-based
method, compared to the performance in the real-time method.
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Analysis of Preferred Method

When choosing the method the participants preferred the most, there was no
significant difference in the results when using a Chi-square test (χ2 (1) = 0.667, p
= 0.414). Using a Chi-square test was chosen because the expected and observed
frequencies of the results are in two categories. The participants had to select
one of these methods, which makes the question they answered a forced-choice
question. In figure 6.5, 14 participants preferred the real-time method, while 10
participants rather preferred the emote-based method.

Figure 6.5: The bars in the chart shows the expected- and observed frequencies of which
method the participants preferred the most. The real-time method was most preferred but was
not significantly different from the emote-based method.

Chapter 7

Discussion

After analyzing the data from the study, it was shown that the participants considered Happiness, to be the most realistic facial expression, in both of the tested
methods. This came as no surprise because expressing happiness was not difficult to be performed by the participants. The facial expression itself is easily
recognizable by the real-time tracking, where facial features of each participant’s
face are more prominent. Contempt was considered by the participants to be the
least realistic facial expression, in the emote-based method. When asking each
participant during the experiment if they recognized contempt by its emotional
characteristic, a majority answered that they were not certain and felt confused.
Some of the participants mistakenly thought that to be contempt, was to show
satisfaction toward other people, when observing the animation of the facial expression. These participants then thought that the male character expressed more
satisfied than contempt. This had a larger impact on how participants rated Contempt to be least realistic, clearly seen in previous figure 6.2.
In the real-time method, there was a higher significant difference of how participants compared the realism in facial expressions. Happiness was considered to
be even more realistic, compared to the same facial expression in the previous
method. It would seem that the real-time tracking of each participant’s face, had
a larger impact on how this facial expression was perceived by participants. However, there are facial expressions that received poorer ratings, where both Disgust
and Sadness in previous figure 6.3 were the least realistic. The limitations of the
real-time tracking technique used for this study are altered by technical issues,
which need to be further discussed. To express as disgusted, a real-life person
would wrinkle his nose naturally, as a characteristic for the facial expression.
There are no settings in the real-time tracking, where the tracking of the nose
cannot be associated with morph target animations in Unreal Engine. Consequently, the participants could poorly perceive that their disgust was actually
recognized by the tracking. Sadness received the lowest rating of perceived realism, where the tracking of the mouth region was highly difficult. The lip corners
of the mouth slightly pulling down is a small change of muscle movement in the
face and the tracking cannot always recognize this. The findings of these technical
24
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limitations are important for future consideration, to achieve improved tracking
and perception of realism in the facial features.
There was no statistically significant difference on how participants perceived
the realism between the methods, which came as an unexpected outcome of this
study. The flaws of the tracking earlier discussed affected the ratings of realism,
in the facial expressions of the real-time method. In the emote-based method,
it would seem that the facial animations of the male character, might have been
considered to be exaggerated. One of the participants in the experiment discussed
that the facial animations were considered more of a cartoon style, rather than
realistic. This could be a reason why many of the facial expressions received
mediocre ratings, as seen in previous figure 6.2 where a rating of three on the
5-point scale was common, for a majority of the facial expressions. The ratings
could have been higher if the facial expressions were considered to be animated
with no exaggeration to them.
After analyzing participants’ performances in both methods it was interesting to
see that there is a statistically significant difference. Participants thought their
performance was higher in the emote-based method, compared to the real-time
method. Six of the 24 participants had glasses when testing the real-time method.
The real-time tracking malfunctioned, when two of these participants had thicker
frames surrounding the glasses. This caused the two participants eyebrows to
be poorly recognized by the tracking and would sometimes not even register the
movements. These larger occlusions in front of the face could have altered the
result of participants’ performance in the real-time method.
The camera that was used for the real-time method capture video input with a
frame rate of 30 FPS, which could sometimes drop during run-time in Unreal
Engine. In comparison with the emote-based method, the facial animations were
created with a frame rate of 60 FPS. The difference of FPS between the methods
could have also been a reason for participants to rank their performance higher in
the emote-based method, compared to the real-time method. Selecting a camera
capable of capturing video input with a higher frame rate of 60 FPS, might have
increased participants’ performance in the real-time method.
Based upon the results and the discussion of the previous mentioned technical
limitations of the real-time method, it is not surprising that there was no statistically significant difference in which method the participants preferred the most.
Despite that more participants preferred the real-time method, it would not be
correct to state that it was more popular statistically, when a great amount of
the participants instead preferred the emote-based method.

Chapter 8

Conclusions

This study investigated if real-time facial capture of players’ avatar’s facial expressions, could be more preferable and realistic than emote-based facial animations,
for social interaction between players in online games. By integrating systems
in scenes of Unreal Engine, consisting of both playing animations of emotes and
track a user’s face in real-time, a user study could be conducted with an experiment. Invited participants performed facial expressions and ranked the realism
of these individually for each method, selecting the method they also preferred.
Quantitative data could then be collected to analyze which method is the most
realistic and preferred.
The following research question was answered in this study: Is real-time facial
capture of a player’s facial expressions more preferable and realistic, then emotebased facial animations? After analyzing the quantitative data, the answer to
this question is that there is no statistically significant difference, of both realism
and preference in the two methods. An important finding was that happiness
is perceived as the most realistic facial expression, regardless of method. It was
however problematic that some facial expressions have more difficulty to be recognized by the real-time tracking, these include disgust and sadness. Further
improvements is essential to fully track the facial features of a human’s face in
real-time.
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Chapter 9

Future Work

For future work, to improve the result of using real-time tracking, it could be
interesting to use the technology of RGB-D sensors instead of RGB cameras.
The main advantage of using RGB-D sensors is that both the color and depth
information can be tracked on the user’s face. Yuancheng et. al used RGB-D
images for face recognition, to achieve more accurate face recognition, by using a
consumer-level depth sensor such as the Microsoft Kinect [33]. By implementing
an RGB-D sensor for an experiment, the tracking could be significantly improved
and also be robust in environmental illumination and head rotations.
For participants to perceive their own facial expressions more realistic, it could
be relevant to have an experiment where real-time facial capture could be combined with image-based dynamic avatars [34]. In the experiment, participants’
faces are generated from photos taken prior to the real-time tracking, to create
an avatar version of themselves. It would then be interesting to analyze if participants perceive realism of facial expressions higher when seeing their emotions
being mirrored to an avatar’s face, identical to themselves. Participants could
then also socially interact with each other’s avatars, to simulate the experiment
as a real scenario to use real-time tracking in an online game.
This study could be combined with virtual reality (VR), where the participants
could test to perform their facial expressions behind a head-mounted display
(HMD), where an RGBD-sensor is attached to the HMD [35]. This combination
of real-time tracking and virtual reality could create interesting social interaction
between players in a VR online game.
The study could be applied to other fields, where people with developmental
disorder of Asperger syndrome, can train to improve their impaired nonverbal
behaviors for facial expressions. People with Asperger’s could in training sessions,
perform facial expressions and at the same time observe them on an avatar, to
understand the nonverbal meaning behind them. This could help people with
Asperger’s to develop an improved understanding of peoples’ emotions in real-life
social interactions.
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Appendix A

Task Description

Figure A.1: The task description given to participants before the experiment started.
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Appendix B

Questionnaire

Figure B.1: The questionnaire given to participants before the experiment started.
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Appendix C

Surveys During Experiment

Figure C.1: Emote-based survey given firstly to the first group of participants and secondly to
the second group of participants during the experiment.
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Figure C.2: Real-time survey given secondly to the first group of participants and firstly to the
second group of participants during the experiment.

Appendix D

Surveys After Experiment

Figure D.1: Final survey given to the first group of participants after the experiment.
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Figure D.2: Final survey given to the second group of participants after the experiment.
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